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FOREWORD 

This manual describes the programs which constitute the Software UpdatIng Package (SOUP). Chapter 1 

introduces SOUP, describes the programs, and gives the equipment requirements. Chapter 2 describes 

the updating of DEC system software that has not been modified by the user. For users who have not 

made changes to the system software, Chapter 2 is all that is necessary to update their system files. 

Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 describe the updating of user versions of system fil.. Chapter 3 gives the 

format of the correction file used in the ~pdating process. Chapters" and 5 describe the various 

options of the SOUP programs, and Chapter 6 shows exampl. of updating files. 

Two appendices have been included in this manual. Appendix A summarizes the switches that can be 

included in the command strings, and Appendix B lists the messages which may be typed during updating 

runs. 

It is assumed that the reader has some knowledge of the PDP-l0 computer system and Its associated soft-

ware. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Software Updating Package (SOUP) is a set of programs that aids both Digital Equipment Corporation 

and the user in the updating of system source files. 

1.1 PURPOSE 

Software in the field is continually being updated to reflect additions and improvements made by the 

manufacturer. To make the updating process faster and easier for both DEC and the user of DEC equip

ment, SOUP has been implemented. SOUP removes the necessity of redistributing an entire software 

routine when changes to it, al though significant in operation, represent a relatively small percentage 

of the code. When SOUP is employed, DEC can send to PDP-l0 users a small file containing only the 

differences in a compressed editing format. The correction file is generated by one of the SOUP pro

grams; another SOUP program edits the user's copy of the system file by making the changes specified 

in the correction file. 

However, some PDP-10 users also maintain a separate set of system files that are modified to some 

degree to refl ect the needs of their individual installation. These users, in addition to updating their 

DEC system files, should update their own versions of these files to include the revisions from DEC. 

SOUP is designed to update the user's system files as well as the DEC system files. Figure 1-1 illus

trates the updating of both the system files and the user versions of the files. 

Although the material in this manual is confined to a description of updating system files (both DEC 

and user), SOUP can be used to update any source file that has more than one venion. 

1.2 SOUP FILES 

SOUP operates only on ASCII fi les that do not have I ine sequence numbers. SOUP numbers each line 

in the file for reference purposes, but these numbers are never added to the source file. A line of a 
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Figure 1-1 Updating Files Using SOUP 

to 0620 

source fil e, as defined in a SOUP operation, is a string of ASCII characters terminated by a feed 

character. A feed character can be a line-feed, form-feed, or v.tical-tab; SOUP treats them all 

as end-of-line characters . 

The DEC system file to be updated is referred to as the bas. file; a group of base files is referred to as 

the base complex. The us.'s venion of the system fi Ie is called the user file (or user-new file) and a 

group of user files is called the user complex. The correction file produced by comparing a user file 

with a base file is called the user correction file. The correction file sent by DEC is called the DEC 

(or manufacturer's) correction fi Ie. The final output of SOUP is referred to as the updated base file 

or the updated user fi Ie. 

1.3 PROGRAMS CONTAINED IN SOUP 

SOUP comprises ti-tree programs: CAM, FED, and COMP10. 
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1 .3 • 1 CAM Program 

The CAM program performs two functions. It compares the new venion of the base file to the previous 

base file to produce a correction file (COMPARE option). The correction file contains a series of edit

ing changes that reflect the differences between the old and new base files. CAM can also merge two 

correction files derived from the same base file to produce a single correction file (COMERGE option). 

If conflicts are detected between the two correction files, CAM notes them in the merged correction 

file and in a listing file. The user can manually edit the file to resolve the conflicts. 

CAM can perform the COMPARE and COMERGE functions simultaneously by comparing base and user 

files and, (It the same time, merging the user corrections with the DEC corrections. The output from 

CAM is always a correction file. 

The CAM program can be run as COMPARE-only, COMERGE-only, or as COMPARE and COMERGE 

together. The option to be run is determined by the form of the command string to CAM. All three 

forms of CAM are initialized in the following manner • 

• R CAt-" 
* command string 

1 .3 .2 COMP10 Program 

Occasionally, the user file has been revised so drastically that the CAM program cannot compare it to 

the base file due to buffer overflow. The COMP10 program is used in lieu of CAM in this case because 

COMP10 has extremely large buffers. The output from COMP10 il also a correction file. The program 

is initial ized as follows • 

• R COMP 10 
* command string 

1 .3 .3 FED Program 

The FED program performs the final edit on the base file. It reads the correction file produced by CAM 

or COMP10 and makes the changes to the base Rle that were specified in the correction file, thus 

creating an updated file. FED can be used both to apply DEC's corrections to the base files and to 

apply the merged user/DEC corrections to the base files. Initialization of the FED program is performed 

in the following IJ1Qnner • 

• R FED 
* command stri ng 
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1.4 COMMAND CONVENTIONS 

The command strings for tne SOUP programs are described witn tne applicable program, because they 

differ according to the program and tne way in which it is run. However, certain conventions apply 

to tne command strings for all tne SOUP programs. 

Switches can be inserted into a command string after filenames. They are indicated by a slash (I) 

followed by the switch name or by one or more switch names enclosed in parentheses. The latter 

metnod is used to include an identifier of up to three characters enclosed in quotation marks in the 

command sfTing for CAM. This identifier is placed in the correction file on the lines which contain 

corrections from the user and in the listing of the updated file produced by FED. All tne switches are 

summarized in Appendix A. 

Tabs and spaces can be entered into tne command string at any place for clarity and ease of reading. 

A semicolon can be used to continue a command on tne next line. The semicolon causes the program 

to ignore the remainder of tne line (including tne carriage retum) and to type an asterisk on the next 

line. lhe semicolon is also used to add comments to tne command string. The program ignores these 

comments. A pro;ect-programmer number, enclosed in square brackets, can be written in the command 

sfTing so that files on a disk area otner than that of tne current user can be accessed. 

A command file containing any number of command strings can be written for either CAM or FED. 

When one of these programs is initialized, the command string consists of tne device name and the 

name of th e comrr.and fi lei n th e form: 

*dev:file .ext® 

The program reads each command string from the file and performs tne designated operations until the 

command file is exhausted. 

Erron in the command string couse a SOUP program to retype the command with a vertical arrow ( t) 

positioned below the approximate location of the error. Appendix B describes error conditions in 

detail. 

1.S EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

The following core and input/C'lItput devices are necessary for SOUP operations. 

a • Core Memory: 

(1/ CAM - 9K of core (4K for high segment, 5K for low segment) 

(2) FED - 4K of core (3K for high segment, 1 K for low segment) 

(3) COMP10 - 11 K of core for low segment 
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b. Input/Output Devices 

(1) Three input devices: 

(a) one for base fil es (directory device) 
(b) one for user fj I es 
(c) one for the correction fj Ie 

(2) Three output devices: 

(a) one for updated files 
(b) one for listing files (optional) 
(c) one for log files (normally the terminal) 

Some devices are not required for certain SOUP options. The required devices are described for each 

option in the appropriate chapter. 
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Chapter 2 

Updating System Files 

DEC sends PDP-l0 users correction files on paper tape or DECtape to update system source files. It is 

assumed that all installations have the most recent copy of each DEC system file to use as a base file. 

Every user who wants to keep his copies of DEC SY$h;tm files up .. to-date, whether or not he writes his 

own versions of system programs, must follow the procedures given in this chapter. Subsequent chapters 

describe the use of SOUP to update user versions of system files. 

Updating the system files with DEC's correction file requires only the FED program. FED reads the 

correction file, which comprises one or more subfiles, and makes the specified editing changes to one 

or more base files to produce an updated base file or base file complex. Editing changes from the 

correction file can include insertion, deletion, and replacement of lines in each base file. In addi

tion to making changes to files, FED can insert new files into the base complex and delete old 

files from the base complex according to the subfile headers in the correction file. 

2.1 COMMAND STRING TO FED 

After FED is initialized, the command string is written to indicate the input and output devices. nte 

general form of the command string for FED is: 

new-file dev:,list dev:,dev:log.ext"base dev:,dev:corr.ext. 

The default conditions for the command string are as follows. 

a. If the listing device is omitted, no listing is produced. 

b. If the log rfevice is omitted, the terminal is assumed. 

c. If the name of the log file is omitted, it is assumed to be lOG .G01. 

d. If the name of the correction file is omitted, OECCOR is assumed. 
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No other device or filename can be omitted from the command string. If the listing device is omitted 

and the log device is written, an additional comma must follow the new-file device in the command 

siTing. 

Examples: 

.R rF:D 
*DTA6:,DS~:,TTY:LOG.G~1 - UTA~:,PTR: 

.R FED 
*DSK:,LPT: - DS~:,DTA~:DECCOk 

2.2 FED INPUT 

Input to FED consists of the DEC correction file and a base file or base file complex. 

The correction file contains one or more subfile headers: one for each file to be corrected, followed 

by the corrections; one for each file to be deleted; and one for each file to be inserted, followed by 

the insertion 'file. The correction file is normally read from paper tape or DECtape; however, it can 

be read from any input device. 

The base file complex consists of one or more files that must reside on a directory device. The device 

can be a single project-programmer area on disk or a series of one or more DECtapes mounted succes

sivelyon the same drive. The names of the base files need not be specified in the command string 

because FED reads them from the subfile headers in the correction file. 

2.3 FED OUTPUT 

The output from FED includes the updated base files, listing files, and a log file. The output files 

can be placed on any output devices. 

The names of the new files are not specified in the command string, because the names are taken from 

the subfile headers in the correction file. The listing files are line-numbered listings of the updated 

base files. Those lines added to the base file are designated in the listing file by *NEW* in the 

right margin. Deletion of lines is indicated in the right margin by a decimal number preceded by a 

minus sign (e.g., -3 means that three lines were deleted from the old base file). The listing files 

have the same names as the new base files except that the second character of the extension is changed 

to l. For example, if the base file is named BASE.MAC, the listing of that file is named BASE.MLC. 
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The log file contains the messages from FED that are normally written at the terminal while FED is 

being executed. 

2.4 MESSAGES FROM FED 

During execution of FED, the messages described below ore written to the log device, which is 

normally the terminal. When a bose file has been edited, FED types the following message: 

F'ED COMPLETED ON F' I lES -Inew-file .ext "old-file .ext 

If a file is inserted into the updated boso complex, FED types the message: 

F'EO COf\1PlE'TFD ON F'IlES -Ifile.ext .. 

and if FED deletes a fi Ie from the old bose file complex I this message is typed: 

F'ED COf'.1PLETFD ON FILES -J .. fjle.ext 

When the bose file complex is contained on more than one DECtope, the following message is typed 

when the input from each DECtape is exhausted . 

••• MOIINT NEXT INPUT OECTAPE ON UNIT OTAn 

Control is returned to the monitor. If there is more input, the user must: 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Mount the next input tope. 

Type ASSIGN DTAn ~ 

Type CaNT ~ and when FED responds with on asterisk 

Type D or DONE ~ to indicate that the tope is mounted 
and processing can continue. 

If no more input exists, the user must: 

1 

2 

Procedure 

Type CaNT _ and when FED responds with an asterisk, 

Press the CARRIAGE RETURN key to terminate processing. 

To signal that the end of the correction fj Ie has been reached, FED types the message: 

••• F'EO COMPLETED SUCCESSfUllY 
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The user mwt wait unti I FED types an asterisk after this message before returning control to the monitor 

because all output has not been completed until the asterisk is typed. 

2.5 SAMPLE UPDATING RUN 

Assume that DEC has sent a paper tape containing corrections to the source file PIP .30. The user's 

copy of PIP .30 is on DECtape and he wishes the updated version to be placed in his area on the disk • 

The log file will be written on the terminal, and the listing of the new file will be written on tne line 

printer. The user should perform the following steps. 

Step Procedure 

2 

3 

• k fED 

Mount the DEC tape containing PIP .30 on drive 3. 

Put the paper tape in the reader. 

Call FED and type the command string in response to 
the asterisk . 

*DSk: .LPT :-DTA3: ,PTI'<: 

When the fil e has been edited, FED prints the messages: 

fED CO~PLETED ON fILES -!PIP.30 - PIP.30 
••• fEO COMPLETED SUCCESSfUllY 
• 

To return control to the monitor, the user types CTRL-C. Figure 2-1 illustrates the updating run on 

PIP .30. 
BASE FILE 

PIP 30 

LISTING 
F I L E 

UPDATED 
BASE FILE 

PIP 30 

CORRECTION 
FILE 

LOG FILE 

10- 061(, 

Figure 2-1 Sample Update of a System File 
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Chapter 3 

Format of the Correction File 

The correction file produced by CAM or COMP10 and used as input to FED is described in detail in 

this chapter. Any user who has his own versions of system files can update these files with the correc

tions from DEC by means of the SOUP programs. However, confl icts can arise between the changes 

made by the user and the changes made by DEC. The user must resolve these conflicts and edit the 

correction file accordingly. 

Correction files consist mainly of command lines and insertion lines. Comments, messages, and SYNC 

lines can also be present in correction files. SYNC lines are used by FED to check that the base and 

correction files match. These lines are described below. 

Command lines are distinguished from insertion lines by a beginning minus sign. The FED program 

interprets any line beginning with a minus sign as a command. Because an insertion line could contain 

a leading minus sign, CAM places an additional minus sign on any line from the source file which has 

a leading minus sign. The double minus sign indicates to FED that this is an insertion line. FED re

moves the extra minus sign before inserting the line into the updated file. 

3.1 COMMAND LINES 

Command lines contain instructions to the FED program to perform operations on the base file. Com

mand lines can be subfile header lines, editing lines, message lines, or SYNC lines. A command line 

can contain an identifier that was placed on the line by the CAM program or by the user when he is 

edi ting the fi Ie. 

3.1.1 Subfile Header Li"es 

A subfile header line indicates the names of the files being processed. One subfile header is present 

for each file. A header line is distinguished by an exclamation point (I) following the minus sign. 

Three kinds of subfile headers can be present: file correction headers, file insertion headers, and 

fil e del etion headers. 
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3.1 .1 .1 File Correction Header - This subfile header indicates that the named file is to be corrected 

or is to be transferred unchanged from the base device to the updated file device. The command line 

consists of a minus sign and exclamation point (-I) followed by the new file name, a back arrow, and 

the old file name. 

Examples: 

-!PIP.VII--PIP.V10 
-! SOUP .MAC- SOUP .fw1AC 

3.1 .1.2 File Insertion Header - This subfile header indicateS that a file not on the base device is to 

be transferred from the correction file to the updated file device. This command line is not produced 

by CAM or COMP10; the user must place the header and its associated file into the correction file 

by means of PIP or TeCO. Care must be taken that each line in the new file that begins with a minus 

sign is given an additional minus sign. (TECO can be used to do this.) Also, if TEeO is used to edit 

the file, commands that do not add form-feeds to the file should be used (e.g., N and EX). 

The file insertion header consists of a minus sign and exclamation point followed by the new filename 

and a back arrow. 

Examples: 

-! NEW .00-
-! PATEN.MAC-

3.1 .1.3 File Deletion Header - This subfile header indicates that a file currently on the base device 

is not to be copied to the updated file device. The file is thus deleted from the updated version of the 

base complex. A file deletion header consists of a minus sign and exclamation point followed by a 

back arrow and the fi I ename . 

Examples: 

-! --OEDPRG.99 
-! -- DATED. 999 

3.1.2 Message lines 

Message I ines are commands that contain text enclosed in quotation marks. The text is typed at the 

terminal wt;en the line is processed by FED. The text is ignored by FED and is not copied to the up

dated file. Message lines contain a minus sign followed by text in quotation marks. Message lines 

are not produced by CAM or COMP10; the user places them in the correction file when he is editing it. 
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Examples: 

.... OPERATOR: PLEASE MOUNT NEW BASE DECTAPE" 

... "F'ILE NEW.001 ADDED TO NEW BASE CO~;PLEX" 

After the message is typed, control is returned to the monitor. To resume FED operations, the user 

must: 

1. Type CO NT ) and when FED responds with an asterisk, 

2. Type D or DONE) 

3.1.3 Editing Commands 

Editing commands cause lines to be inserted into, deleted from, or replaced in the updated file. Two 

types of editing commands can be present: insertion commands and deletion/insertion commands. 

3.1 .3.1 Insertion Command - The insertion command consists of a minus sign followed by a line 

number from the base file. The lines to be inserted after this line in the base file follow the insertion 

command. 

Example: 

-15 
THIS IS THE FIRST LINE TO BE INSERTED 
THIS IS THE SECOND LINE TO BE INSERTED 
--THIS SOURCE LINE BEGINS WITH A MINUS SIGN 

The three lines in the example are inserted into the updated file between lines 15 and 16 of the base 

file. 

3.1 .3.2 Deletion/Insertion Command - This editing command causes a line or lines of the base file 

to be deleted and replaced in the updated file with any lines that follow the command. The deletion/ 

insertion command consists of a minus sign followed by two line numbers separated by a comma. Inser

tion lines, if any, follow the command. If a single line is to be deleted, its number is written twice 

in the command, separated by a comma. 

Example: 

-20~30 

THIS LINE WILLSE INSERTED TO REPLACE LINE 20 

THIS LINE WILL REPLACE LINES 21-30 
-S0~S0 
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lines 20 through 30 are del eted and replaced with the insertion lines that follow the command. line 

50 is also del eted. 

3.1.4 SYNC Lines 

After every fifth editing command, CAM inserts a SYNC command line into the cOrTection file. This 

line is used for comparison with the base file to ensure that the correction file is being applied to the 

proper base file. The SYNC line contains a minus sign followed by the SOUP line number of the base 

file and a colon (:). Following the colon is the line as it appears in the base file. The FED program 

checks that the SYNC I ine matches the I ine in the base fiI e. If the lines do not match, an error 

message is issued, and FED wai ts for action from the user. 

Example: 

-1 2 3 : LA 8 E L : ADD J0 .. TA8LE1(2) 

The characten in line 123 of the base file must be identical to the characters following the first colon 

of the SYNC line or FED issues an error message. 

3.2 COMMENTS AND COMMENT LINES 

Comments can be written into the correction file by the user when he is editing the file. CAM and 

COMP10 do not write comments in the correction file (unless they are comment lines in the new source 

file). The comments in a correction file can be placed on the same line as the commands as long as 

they are separated from the commands by spaces and/or tabs. A comment can also be placed on a 

separate line. In this case, it is preceded by a minus sign. Comments are bypassed by FED and are 

not copied into the updated file. 

Examples: 

-521 
J THIS ROUTINE 
-593,,597 
-603 .. 607 

JUST A COMMENT IS ADDED 
READS IN DTA DIRECTORY 
SUPPRESSES CALL TO SUB~ A 
JUST DELETES BLAN~ LINES 

- ••• REST OF" THIS ROUTINE IS UNCHANGED 

3.3 CONFL ICTS 

VVhen two correction fj les for the same base fi I e are combined by means of the COMERGE portion of 

CAM, conflicts can arise. For example, one correction file can delete a line from the base file and 

replace it with another line while the other correction file has kept the line and added another. Every 
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time that CAM detects a line that is referenced by both correction files, it notes a conflict and 

plac. a message to that effec~ in the correction file. A conflict, as recognized by CAM, is a 

reference to the same line number by both correction files, even if the same operation is being per

form-d on the line. CAM does not detect logical confl icts. That is, if one correction fil e changes 

a portion of coding such that the program does not operate in the desired manner, as long as the other 

correction file does not reference the same line numbers, CAM does not detect a conflict. If there is 

any possibility that logical conflicts could occur, the user should check the base file and ~is own 

version of the base file. Procedures for correcting conflicts and obtaining a listing of the base file 

are described below. 

3.3.1 Indication of Confl icts 

Confl icts are indicated in the correction fi I e by CAM as ill us tra ted in the following example. These 

conflicts must be resolved and the message removed from the correction file before FED can be run. 

-1-1-1-1 BEGINNING OF CONFLICT 3 \-\-\-\-\ 
-2~,,21 

B INSERT 
C INSERT 
o INSERT 
-20.20 
A INSERT 
B INSERT 
C INSERT 
-1-1-1-1 END OF CONFLICT 3 \-\~\-\-\ 

In conflict 3, the fi~t correction file (the user corrections) deleted lines 20 and 21 of the base file 

and replaced them with lines B, C , and D. The second correction file (the DEC corrections) only 

deleted line 20 and replaced it with lines A, B, and C. The user must decide how he wants this 

conflict resolved; however I this confl ict and all conflicts must be resolved before FED can be run. 

3.3.2 Editing the Correction File 

Resolving conflicts or adding commands to the correction file is commonly done by means of rECO. 

Consult the TECO manual for a description of TECO operations. Care must be taken that no extraneous 

form-feed characters are added to the file by TECO, especially after file headers or in insertion lines. 

One method to avoid adding form-feed characters is as follows. 

Procedure 

Place the entire correction file in core with the rECO command 
Y1000 <A> CD (!) 

2 Edit the file as desired. 
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Step 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Insert a CONTROL-Z (tZ) as the last charact .. in the file. 

Output the entire file with tI1e TECO command HP tG(OO) 

wnen the file is processed by FED and a CONTROL-Z has been added, the /Z. switch must be included 

in the command string to cause FED to recognize CONTROL-Z as tI1e end-of-file mark ... 

3.4 SOUP LINE NUMBERS 

The programs in SOUP us. line numb ... to r.f .. to individual lines in the bas. fil.. Both FED and 

CAM keep an internal line count for tI1e lin. in tI1e base file but do not add thes. lin. numben to 

the SIOUrc. coding. Thes. line numbers or. not the same as those produced by CREF. 

wnen CAM edits the bas. fil. and writes the correction fil., it refers to a lin. from the ba •• fil. by 

its number. FED reads th •• editing changes and corrects the specified lines in the bas. fil.. FED 

then renumbers the lines in the listing fil. to make them sequential. Thus, a lin.-numb .. ect listing 

of the old base file and a line-numbered listing of the new bas. file will not necessarily have the 

same I in. numben on the same I ines of code. 

Because the correction file r.fers to a line in the base fil. only by its SOUP lin. numb .. , some confu

sion can oris. when editing the correction fil.. If th •• is a question as to what line of lOurc. codl .. 

is being r.ferenced, the user should obtain a line-numbered listing of the old bas. fil.. This can b. 

accomplished by performing the following steps. 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

Proced ..... 

Run FED using the terminal as the correction file input devic •• 

Typ. a fil. insertion head .. naming the bc.. fil. as the old and new 
files . 

Press the CONTROL and Z keys. 

The listing file will contain the line-numbered listing of the base file. 

Exampl.: 

.R F"ED 
*DSK: .. LPT: - DTA0 I .. TTY: ~ 
-! SA S E • MA C - SA S E • MAC ~ 
tZ ~ 
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Chapter 4 

CAM and COMP10 

CAM is the SOUP program which compares base files and merges correction files. COMP10 is a 

simplified version of CAM with a larger buffer and is used only to compare very dissimilar files. CAM 

contains two portions, COMPARE and COMERGE. The COMPARE portion can be used alone to com

pare a base file and a user version of the base file to produce a correction file. The correction file 

sent from DEC is the output from COMPARE. The COMERGE portion can also be used alone to merge 

two correction files which have been derived from the same base file. The two portions of CAM can 

be used together to perform both comparison and merging. Three options are thus available when using 

CAM. 

a. COMPARE-only - comparison of a base file or files and a user version of the base 
files to produce a correction file. 

b. COMERGE-only - merging of two correction files derived from the same base 
file. 

c. COMPARE and COMERGE (full CAM) - comparison of base and user files and 
simultaneous merging of the resultant corrections with a previously-generated 
correction file (e.g., the DEC correction file). 

Output from all of the options of CAM and from COMP10 is a correction file which is used as input to 

the FED (final edit) program. The CAM program performs one of the above functions according to the 

way in which the command striog is written. 

Generally, CAM is used to update a userls version of a system file with the corrections issued by DEC. 

This is accomplished by comparing the base file with the user version of it and merging the resulting 

corrections with .the correction file from DEC. The merged correction file is then applied to the old 

base file using the FED program to produce an updated user file. This procedure should be done 

separately from the updating of the base files. 

In the COMPARE portion of CAM, lines are read from the base file and user file and are compared 

character by character. As long as the two files are identical, no output is produced. When a dif

ference is detected, both the line from the base file and the line from the user file are stored, each 

in a separate buffer. Subsequent lines are read from each file alternately and compared each time to 
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all the lines present in the other file's buffer. When three consecutive lines from both files match, it 

is assumed that the end of the current difference has been found. An editing change is written into 

the correction file, the buffers are cleared, and line-by-line comparison is resumed. The editing 

change specifies the deletion from the base file of those lines in the base file buffer that precede the 

lines in the match, and the insertion at the same place of those lines in the user file buffer that pre

cede the three lines in the match. 

In t+1e COMERGE portion of CAM, conflicts between the user corrections and the DEC corrections are 

detected and noted in the correction file. Two corrections are treated as conflicting by CAM if t+1ey 

bat+1 refer to the same line of the base file. The conflicts are noted in t+1e log file and are put in t+1e 

listing file and t+1e correction fi Ie in the following manner. 

-1-1-1-1 BfGINNING OF" CONF"LICT n 
lines in conflict 

-1-1-1-1 END OF" CONF"LICT n - - - -

The merged correction file must be edited by t+1e user to remove t+1e conflicts before it can be input to 

the FED program. Note t+1at CAM does not detect logical conflicts that result when the correction 

files are merged. The user must detect and correct logical conflicts himself. 

'M1en the correction files are merged, the subfile header written into the merged correction file for 

each subfile contains the name of the base file to which both files apply and t+1e user file in the form: 

-Iuser .ext "base .ext 

If t+1e last two characters of the extension of t+1e user filename are numeric, CAM increments t+1e 

number by 1. Thus, 19 is incremented to 20, and 99 to 00. For example, if t+1e base fi lename is 

FIlEA.BOl and the user filename is FILEA.U01, the subfile header in the correction file is written by 

CAM as: 

-! F" ILEA .U02 -F" I LEA .801 

Erron in the merged cOlTection file are also noted by CAM. These erron appear when the user has 

either written or edited one of the correction files. If t+1e correction files are produced by CAM (or 

COMP10), no errors appear. 
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4.1 COMPARE-ONL '( 

The COMPARE portion of CAM compares either single cr multiple files. In single-file COMPARE, 

CAM compares a single-user file to a single-base file and produces a correction file with one subfile 

containing the changes to be made 1'0 the base fi Ie. In mul tifi I e COMPARE, CAM compare a grolJp 

of us~r files to a group of base files to produce a correction file containing several subfiles. Files 

are processed aul'omatically in the order of their appearance in the base directory. Figure 4-1 

i" ustrates the COMPARE process. 

3ASE ~'LE.'S\ uSER FIl.E:SJ 

~\ ,/ 
i@ 

/ 

/ \\ 

~~6 
LISTIII,I(, ~()RRECTION lOG FILE 

FILE FILE 

Figure 4-1 COMPARE Function of CAM 

4. 1 . 1 COMPARE Command Strings 

The command string for single-file COMPARE differs from that for multifile COMPARE in that the in

put fi I es are named. The general forms for both command strings are shown below. 

The command string to CAM for single-file comparison has the general form: 

dev :corr. ext ,dey: I ist. ext ,dev:log . ext .... dev:base. ext ,dev:user. ext 

The general form of the command string to CAM for multifile comparison is: 

dev:corr.ext, dev:list.ext,dev:log.ext -base dev:,user dey: 
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The default assumptions for the command strings are as follows. 

a. If the name of the correction file is omitted, MERCOR is assumed. 

b. If the listing device is omitted, no listing is produced. 

c. If the name of the listing file is omitted, it is assumed to be LIST .LOl . 

d. If the log device is omitted, the Teletype is assumed. 

e. If the name of the log file is omitted, it is assumed to be LOG .G01. 

No other device or file name can be omitted from the command strings. 

Examples: 

.R CAt-'! 
*PTP:#LPT:+-DTA4:FILEA.05~DTA5:FILEA.06 

.R CAtv'! 
*DS K : , DSK : ~ OS K: - DTA4 : F I LEA .0 5 ~ OS I< : F I LEA. 0 6 J NEW 5 WI TC H 

.R CAf"" 
*PTP:#LPT:-OTA4:,DTA5: JREENTRANT CHANGES 

.R CAM 
*D S K : C US P • C 01 ~ OS K : C US P • L0 1 - 0 T A 4 : ~ OS K: [1 1 ~ 1 0 7 ] 

The swi tches that can be incl uc:Ied in the command strings are described in Appendix A. 

4. 1.2 Input to COMPARE 

Input to COMPARE consists of one or more base files and one or more user files. The base files must 

reside on a directory device. The user files can be read from any input device. 

When single files are compared, the base file must be named in the command string. Naming of the 

user file in the command string is optional. 

In multifile COMPARE, the base files must be the only files present on a directory device. Neither 

the base file complex nor the user file complex can be named in the command string. Each user file 

should have the same name as the base file to which it will be compared (the extension can be different). 

If the user fi I es are on a nondirectory device, the name of each fil e is assumed to be the same as that 

of the base fi Ie. Also the fi las on a nondirectory device must be in the same order as the base files. 

Each base file is matched with a similarly-named user file. CAM first attempts to find a user file with 

the same name and extension as the base file. If this fails, CAM then searches for a file of the same 

name disregarding the extension. The first such fi I e is chosen. 
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4.1.3 Output From COMPARE 

The output from the COMPARE portion of CAM consists of a correction file, a listing file, and a log 

file. All the output files can be written to any output device. 

The correction file contains one or more subfiles, each of which has a header indicating that the file 

is to be corrected, transferred unchanged to the updated file complex, or deleted from the updated 

fil e compl ex. If a fi I e is to be corrected, the corrections follow the subfi Ie header. In single-file 

COMPARE, the correction file contains one subfile containing the editing changes to be made to the 

base file. 

The listing file is a line-numbered listing of the correction file and is normally written on the line 

printer. The listing file is for informational purposes only and can be omitted if so desired. The log 

file contains the messages from the COMPARE portion of CAM that are normally typed at the terminal. 

4.1.4 Messages From COMPARE 

As each pair of files is compared, the following message is typed. 

COMPAR: BASE= file.ext USER -NEW =file .ext 

Successful completion of the CAM operation is indicated by typeout of an asterisk. At that time an

other command string can be entered or control can be rehJrned to the monitor. However, if the files 

being compared are so dissimilar that CAM's buffers overflow, the following message is typed: 

***INSUFFICIENT CORE FOR COMPARISON ON FILES 
-I file.ext .. file.ext 

and CAM places a message into the correction file. 

COMPARISON NOT COMPLETED ON-lfile.ext .. file.ext 

Processing continues on any remaining files when CAM is operating in multifile mode. 

When all of the base files on a DECtape have been exhausted, CAM types the following message and 

retums control to the monitor . 

••• MOUNT NEXT INPUT DECTAPE ON UNIT OTAn 
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If there are no more input files, the user should: 

Step 

2 

Procedure 

Type CO NT ~ and when CAM responds with on asterisk, 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN to terminate processing. 

CAM responds with the message: 

••• CA~ TFRMINATFD -- INPUT FILES EXHAUSTED 

and types an asterisk to i ndi cate that it is ready for another command. 

If there are more input bose fi les, the user should: 

Step 

2 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Mount the next input tape on the some drive 

Type ASSIGN DT An ~ 

Type CONT ~ and when CAM responds with on asterisk, 

Type 0 ~ or DONE ~ to indicate that the tope mount
ing is done and processing can continue. 

If CAM cannot find a matching file on the user device for a file on the bose device, the following 

message is typed and control is returned to the monitor . 

••• FILE filename NOT ON USEk' S DEV ICE device-name 

If the file is not available, the user should: 

Step 

2 

Procedure 

Type CO NT ~ and when CAM responds with on asterisk, 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN. 

CAM writes a file deletion header into the correction file so that the bose file will not be copied into 

the updated fi Ie complex when FED is run. 

If the named user fi Ie is present on another device, the user should: 

Step Procedure 

Mount the fi Ie on the some device 

2 Type ASSIGN dev ~ if the fi Ie is on a directory device. 
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Step 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Type CONT) and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Type D) or DONE) to continue processing . 

4.2 COMPARISON OF DISSIMILAR FILES - COMP10 

COMP10 is a special enlarged version of the COMPARE portion of CAM that is used to compare files 

that are very dissimilar. This condition is generally the resul t of a user heavily modifying the system 

software to meet his own installation's needs. 

COMP10 has comparison buffers that are twice as large as those of CAM. In addition, when COMP10 

is assembl ed, the user can specify even larger buffers for COMP10. 

COMP10 compares only single files and should be used instead of CAM either when the user is aware 

that his file is very different from the system file or when CAM cannot compare the files. 

Care must be taken when running COMP10 that totally unlike files are not compared, because 

COMP10 will replace all the lines in the base file with the lines from the user file, thus ex

changi ng the files. 

4.2.1 COMP10 Command String 

The general form of the command string for COMP10 is: 

dev:corr .ext -dev:base . ext ,dev:user .ext 

Neither a listing file nor a log file can be specified in the command string for COMP10, and no device 

or file name can be omitted. Also, switches cannot be included in the command string. 

Examples: 

.R COMP 10 

.DTA6:DIFF.C01+-DTA~:PRG.OLD,DTA5:PRG.NEW 

.R COMP 10 
~SK:CORR.8IG+-DSK:FILEA.801,DSK:FILEA.B02 
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4.2.2 Input to COMP10 

The input to COMP10 consists of a base file and a user file. The base file must be named and must 

reside on a directory device. The user file can be read from any input device. 

4.2.3 Output from COMP10 

The output from COMP10 is a correction file that contains a subfile header followed by "'e corrections 

to be applied to the base file when FED is run. No listing file is produced by COMP10. 

4.2.4 Messages from COMP10 

Although no log file can be specified in the command string, any messages from COMP10 are output 

to the terminal. 

When COMP10 has completed the comparison of the two files, it types the following message: 

COMPAR COt-'PLETEO ON: base.ext 
A NO: user .ext 

COMP10 then types an asterisk to indicate that another command can be entered or that control can be 

returned to the monitor. 

4.3 COMERGE-O NL Y 

The COMERGE portion of CAM merges two correction files which apply to the same base file or base 

complex. CAM detects any conflicts that may exist in the two files. The merged correction file can 

be used as input to the FED program to produce the updated files. 

4.3.1 COMERGE Command String 

The general form of the command string for the COMERGE-only function of CAM is: 

dev:~erg-corr . ext ,dev:list .ext ,dev:log .ext - ,dev:user-corr .ext ,deY: 
manf-corr .ext 

NOTE 

The parameter for the base device cannot be 
specified in the command string. However, a 
comma must be placed in tne command after the 
back arrow to indicate that the base device is 
not present. 
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The defaul t assumptions for the command string are as follows. 

a. If the name of the merged correction file is omitted, MERCOR is assumed. 

b. If the listing device is omitted, no listing is produced. 

c. If the name of the listing fil e is omitted, it is assumed to be LIST. LOl • 

d. If the log device is omitted, the Teletype is assumed. 

e. If the name of the log file is omitted, it is assumed to be LOG .G01. 

f. If the device for the manufacturer's correction file is omitted, the paper 
tape reader is assumed • 

g. If the name of the manufacturer's (DEC) correction file is omitted, 
DECCOR is assumed • 

No other device or filename can be omitted from the command string. The switches that can be 

included in the command string are described in Appendix A. 

Examples: 

.R CAM 

.oS~IBOTH.COR#DSKIBOTH.L014-#DTA~:MY.COR#DSKIHIS.COR 

.R CAM 
*DTA6 :~ERCOR .C01 # DSt<: - #DS~ :CORR 1 ("ABC") IPTR I 

Figure 4-2 illustrates the COMERGE-only operation of the CAM program. 

USER 
CORRECTION 

FI LE 

LISTING MERGED 
F I L E CORRECTION 

FI LE 

DEC 
CORRECTION 

FI LE 

LOG FILE 

10 - 0615 

Figure 4-2 COMERGE Function of CAM 
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4.3.2 Input to COMERGE 

The input to the COMERGE portion of CAM consists of a user correction file and the DEC correction 

file, both of which have been generated by CAM or COMP10. Both correction files contain editing 

changes to a common base file or base complex. The correction files can be read from any input 

devices, although DEC's correction file is normally read from paper tape or DECtape. 

4.3 .3 Ou~ut from COMERGE 

The output from the COMERGE portion of CAM consists of a merged correction file, a listing file, 

and a log file. The merged file contains the editing changes to one or more base files and indications 

of any conflicts that have been detected by CAM. Each subfile header in the merged file contains the 

name taken from the subfile header of the user's correction file and the name of the base file. If the 

name of the user file is not desired as the filename, the merged correction file must be edited by the 

user to change it. 

The listing fi Ie contains a I ine-numbered listing of the confl iets. If no confl icts have been detected, 

the listing file indicates this fact. The log file, normally output to the terminal, contains messages 

from CAM. 

4.3.4 Messages from COMERGE 

As CAM merges me correction files, it types the following message for each pair of subfiles. 

CCfIi'EkGE: BASE = file.ext USEk-NEW = file.ext MANF-NEW = file.ext 

'Nhen the end of a correction file is reached, CAM types the following message and returns control to 

the monitor. 

***END OF' C('IRRECT JON F'ILE file.ext ON device-name 

If the end-of-file has been reached on both correction files, the user should perform the following 

steps to terminate the run. 

Step 

2 

Procedure 

Type CONT~and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN to indicate that the operation 
has been compl eted . 
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Both files must reach end-of-file for the run to terminate properly. If only one has reached end-of

file when the above message is typed, the user should: 

Step 

2 

3 

4 

Procedure 

tv\ount the next DECtape or paper tape 

Type ASSIGN dev ~ (for a DECtape) 

Type CaNT) and when CAM responds with an 
asterisk, 

Type D ~ or DONE ~ to continue processing . 

The correction files that are continued in this manner can only be read from DECtape or paper 

tape. If the correction file is on more than one DECtape, the filename and extension for this file 

must be the same on all of the DEC tapes. 

4.4 COMPARE AND COMERGE - FULL CAM 

Use of full CAM causes the comparison of a base file complex with a user file complex and the simul

taneous merging of the resul tant corrections wi th a previously generated correction fi Ie. Ordinarily, 

this operation is performed by a user who has modified his system fil es, yet wishes to update his 

versions of the files as well as the base files with the corrections from DEC. For example, the user 

who has modified the monitor complex receives a correction file from DEC to update the base monitor 

files. He must update the base files with the correction file (see Chapter 2). He can then compare 

his versions of the base files with the base files and merge his corrections with the correction file from 

DEC. The merged correction file can then be used as input to FED (if no conflicts are detected). 

Figure 4-3 shows the operation of full CAM (COMPARE and COMERGE). 

4.4.1 CAM Command String 

The general form of the command string for full CAM is: 

dev:corr .ext ,dev:l ist .ext ,dev:log .ext ... base dev: ,user dev: ,dev:manf-corr .ext 

The default assumptions for the command string are as follows: 

a. If the name of the merged correction file is omitted, MERCOR is assumed. 

b. If the listing device is omitted, no listing is produced. 

c. If the name of the listing fi Ie is omitted, it is assumed to be LIST. LOl • 

d. If the log device is omitted, the Teletype is assumed. 

e. If the name of the log file is omitted, it is assumed to be LOG .G01. 

f. If the device for the manufacturer's correction file is omitted, the paper tape 
reader is assumed. 
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g. If the name of the manufactur.'s correction file is omitted, DECCOR is 
assumed • 

No other device or file name can be omitted from the command string. The switches that can be 

included in the command string cre described in Appendix A. 

Examples: 

.R CAM 
*OSK:,-OSK: [11,1071,DSK:C tlCF'8"),OTA4: 

.R CAt-" 

.DSK:~ERCOR.C01,DSK:LJST.107,-DTA4:,DTA5:,PTK: 

BASE FI LE 
COMPLEX 

LISTING 
F I L E 

USER FILE 
COMPLEX 

MERGED 
CORRECTION 

FILE 

DEC 
CORRECTION 

FI LE 

LOG FILE 

10 -0618 

Figure 4-3 COMPARE and COMERGE (Full CAM) 

4.4.2 Input to Full CAM 

The input to CAM consists of a base file complex, a user file complex, and a correction file. The 

base files must resi,de on a directory device. If the base complex is on DECtape, more than one DEC

tape can be used to contain it. The base complex is not named in the command string. 

The user file complex contains a group of new veriions of the base files. The user files cre compared 

with the base files to produce the user's corrections. These corrections are merged with the corrections 

from the DEC correction file. The new file complex can be read from any input device. 
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The correction file contains subfile headers followed by DEC's corrections to each base file. The 

correction file can be read from any input device, but it is normally read from paper tape or OECtape. 

4.4.3 Output from Full CAM 

The output from full CAM consists of a merged correction fi Ie, a listing fi Ie, and a log file. The 

output fi les can be written to any output device. 

The merged correction file contains corrections to the base files from the user versions and from the 

manufacturer's new versions. If conflicts arise between the two versions, CAM notes them in the 

correction file. A conflict is defined as a reference by both versions to the same line of the base 

file. If conflicts exist, the correction file must be edited by the user. 

The listing file contains a line-numbered listing of the correction file with conflicts noted if any exist. 

The log file contains the messages ordinarily typed by CAM at the terminal. 

4.4.4 Messages from CAM 

CAM types the following message as the files are being compared and merged. 

CA~I BASE = File.ext USER-NEW = file.ext ty,ANF-NEw = file.ext 
CCfwlERGE COMPLETED I n EkkOk (S) AND n CONF"LICT (S) DETECTED 

The following messages are typed by CAM depending on the conditions of the input files. 

If the correction file is on a directory device, the following message is typed and control returns to 

the monitor when CAM detects the end of the correction file. 

***END OF' CORRECTION F'ILE name ON DEVICE name 

If there are no further correction files to process, the user should: 

Step 

2 

Procedure 

Type CONT ~ and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN to termi nate processi ng • 

If the correction file occupies more than one OECtape, the user should: 

Step 

2 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Mount the next OECtape on the same drive. 

Type ASSIGN OT An ~ 

Type CONT) and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Type 0 ~ or DO NE ~ to conti nue processi ng • 
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If the correction file is on paper tape, the following message is typed and control is returned to the 

monitor when CAM detects the end of the paper tape • 

••• END O~ INPUT PAPER TAPE ON PTR 

To terminate processing, the user should press CARRIAGE RETURN. 

If more paper tape exists, the user should: 

Step Procedure 

Put the next paper tape in the reader. 

2 Type D) or DONE) to continue processing. 

When CAM finds a base file named in the correction file that does not have a match in the base file 

complex, the following message is typed • 

• *.~ I LE name NOT ON BASE DEV ICE name 

When CAM is unable to find a match on the user device for a file on the base device, it types the 

following message and returns control to the monitor • 

••• F"ILE name NOT ON USER'S OEVICEname 

If the user does not wish the base file to be copied when FED is run, he should: 

Step 

2 

Procedure 

Type CONT) and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN and a file deletion header is 
written into the correction file (see Chapter 3). 

If the file is on another devi ce, the user should: 

Step 

2 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Mount the fi Ie on the same device. 

Type ASSIGN dev ~ (for directory devices) 

Type CONT ~ and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Type D) or DONE ~ to continue processing. 

When all the fi les on the base device have been exhausted, CAM types the message: 

••• ~OUNT NEXT INPUT DECTAPE ON UNIT OTAn 

and returns control to the monitor. 
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If there are no more input base files, the user should: 

Step 

1 

2 

Procedure 

Type CONT) and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN. 

CAM responds with the message: 

***CA~ TER~INATED -- INPUT FILES EXHAUSTED 

and types an asterisk to indicate that it is ready for another command. 

However, if more input DECtapes exist, the user should: 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Mount the next input DECtape on the same drive 

Type ASSIGN DTAn ) 

Type CONT) and when CAM responds with an asterisk, 

Type 0 ) or DONE) to continue processing. 
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Chapter 5 

The FED Progam 

FED (Final Edit) is the SOUP program which enables the user to apply the corrections generated by 

CAM or COMP10 to the base file or files to produce updated files. This chapter describes the up

dating of user versions of system files using the FED Program. The updating of system files is described 

in Chapter 2. 

The merged correction file containing the changes from DEC and the user's changes is read by FED to 

edit the base file, producing the updated user venion of the base file. Any conflicts or errors that 

have been detected by CAM must be resolved by the user before the merged correction file can be in

put to FED. Figure 5-1 illustrates the FED updating process. 

BASE FILECS) 

ME RGED 
CORRECTION 

FILE 

LISTING 
FILE 

UPDATED LOG FILE 
USER 

FI LEIS) 

10- 0617 

Figure 5-1 Updating User Files with FED 
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5. 1 FED COMMAND STRING 

The general form of the command string for FED is: 

new-fi Ie dev: ,list deY: ,dev:log .ext "base dev: ,dev:corr .ext 

The default assumptions for the command string are as follows: 

a. If the listing device is omitted, no listing is produced. 

b. If the log device is omitted, the Teletype is assumed. 

c. If the name of the log file is omitted, it is assumed to be LOG .G01. 

d. If the name of the correction file is omitted, DECCOR is assumed. 

No other device or file name can be omitted from the command string. The switches that can be 

included in the command string are described in Appendix A. 

Examples: 

.R rED 

.DTA0:#LPT:#TTY:~DS~:#DTAIIMERCOR.C01 

.R rED 

.oS~:#DS~:~DSKI [11#3211#PTRa 

5.2 INPUT TO FED 

The input to FED consists of one or more base files and a correction file. The base files are the pre

vious versions of the base files (i.e., the base files before updating with the changes from DEC). The 

base file complex must reside on a directory device and its name cannot be written in the command 

string. The correction file contains one or more subfiles, each of which is preceded by a header. 

These subfile headen can indicate to FED that a file is to be corrected, copied without changes, 

inserted into the updated complex I or deleted from the updated complex. The correction subfiles 

contain the changes from both DEC and the user. The correction file can be named and can be read 

from any input device. 

5.3 OUTPUT FROM FED 

The output from FED consists of one or more updated user files, a listing file for each updated file, and 

a log file. The output files can be written to any output device. 
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The updated user files are the new user versions of the updated base files. ""e name of the new user 

complex cannot be specified in the command string because the name of ~ch file in the complex is 

taken from the user filename in the subfile header in the correction file. 

The listing files are line-numbered listings of each of the new files. On each line that has been added 

by FED, *NEW* is placed in the right margin. Deleted lines are indicated by a minus number in the 

right margin (e.g., -5 indicates that five lines were deleted at that point in the old base file). If 

the user placed an identifier on those lines in the correction file that contained his corrections, the 

identifier is copied by FED into the listing of the new user file. ""e name of the listing file is the 

same as that of the new file except that FED changes the second character of the extension to l (e.g., 

FIlEA.DlC is the listing of FIlEA.DOC). The name of the listing file therefore cannot be included 

in the command. 

The log file contains the messages from FED, which are normally output to the terminal. 

5.4 FED MESSAGES 

The messages described below are written by FED during execution. 

As the corrections from each subfile are applied to a base file, FED types the following message. 

rED COMPLETED ON F' I LES - I user .ext "'base .ext 

When the FED run is completed, the following is typed. 

***FED CO~PLETEO SUCCESSFULLY 

The user should not type CONTROl-C until FED types an asterisk after this message, because all 

output may not have been compl eted • 

If FED detects an unrecognizable command in the correction file, it types the following message. 

*.*IMPROPER COMMAND 

The message: 

*.*IMPROPER SEQUENCING 
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is typed either if a command in the correction file refers to a line that has already been deleted, or 

if a command refers to a line number that is less than the line number of the last insertion or deletion 

performed . 

In both of the above cases, FED ignores the erroneous commands and continues processing. The above 

messages are also written into the listing file, if a listing file has been specified. 

'#hen a SYNC line (described in Chapter 3) in the correction file does not match the designated line 

in the bose fi Ie, the following messages are typed by FED . 

••• UN~ATCHING SYNC LINE 
RASE FILE IS 
base-I i ne-number text from bose fi Ie 
SYNC LINE IS 
sync -I i ne-number text from correction fi I e 

The user can respond in one of two ways. He can: 

or: 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN, which causes FED to skip the rest of the subfile, close 
the new file, and resume processing with the next subfile (if one exists). 

Type KEEP ~ , which causes FED to ignore the error condition and to continue processing 
that fiI e and subfi Ie. 

FED types the message: 

.**THE FOLLOWING NON-EXISTENT LINES NOT ALTERED 

when a command in the correction file refers to a line number which is high. tnan the last line number 

in the bose file. The message is followed by a typeout of the rest of the correction subfile up to the 

next subfile header or to the end of the correction file. 

When a bose complex is contained on more than one DECtope, the following message is typed and 

control is returned to the monitor when the input from each DECtope is exhausted. 

***~OUNT NEXT INPUT DECTAPE ON UNIT DTAn 
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If more input exists, the user should: 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Procedure 

Mount the next DECtape on the same drive 

Type ASSIGN DTAn ~ 

Type CONT j and when FeD responds with an asterisk, 

Type 0 ~ or DONE ~ to continue processing. 

If there are no more input files, the user should: 

Step 

1 

2 

Procedure 

Type CONT ~ when FED responds with an asterisk, 

Press CARRIAGE RETURN to terminate processing. 
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Chapter 6 

Examples of SOUP Operations 

Two examples of SOUP operations are shown in this chapter. The first example illustrates a sample run 

in which user application files are updated. The second example $hows the files as they are operated 

on by SOUP and the commands to the SOUP programs. 

6 .1 UPDATING USER APPlICA nON FILES 

A user has a billing system composed of three programs: CARD.MAC, SORT.MAC, and BILL.MAC. 

He wishes to update these files (the base files) with new versions written by another programmer (the 

user files). He also wishes to add a new file called BILL-OPR which explains the use of the programs. 

There are two SOUP operations to be performed: comporing and updating. In addition, the BILL .OPR 

file must be added to the correction file before the updating procedure. Figure 6-1 illustrates the 

entire process of updating these files. 

6.1.1 Comparing the Files 

The COMPARE-only portion of CAM is used to compare the files. The base files ore on DECtape, as 

are the user files. The correction file is written onto disk, the listing file is also written on the disk, 

and the log fi Ie is written on the terminal. The user should perform the following steps. 

Step 

2 

3 

Procedure 

Mount the base DECtape on drive 1 . 

WIount the user DEC tape on drive 2. 

Call CAM and type the command string in response to the 
asterisk . 

• R CAM 
.r)S~ 18 ILL .COR .. DS~ 1- OTA 1 : .. DTA2: 
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BASE FILES USER FILES 

CORRECT ION 
FILE AND 

LISTING FILE 

LOG FILE 

STEP f - COMPARISON 

CORRECTION 
FILE AND HEADE R FOR 
B ILL, 0 I FBI L LOP RBI L L 0 PR 

NEW 
CORRECTION 

FI L E 

STEP 2-ADDING SUBFILES 

BASE FILE USER FILE 

CORRECTION 
SUBFILE 

(BILL DIF) 

STEP fA-COMPARISON WITH COMPtO 

BASE FILES 

UPDATED 
F I'LES 

CORRECTION 
FILE 

LOG FILE 

STEP 3 - UPDAT I NG 
10 0619 

Figure 6-1 Updating User Application Files 
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CAM types the following messages as it compares the files. 

COMPAk: 
CQ['jPHR: 
~COMPAR 

• 

b A St:.:CARD. NAC US SR- tJ Ew:C j.~ Hv'.·MAC 
b~5r.:: ~ ORT • MAC U~i:..R" NE~=~Ok f. C~HC 
bU~~~H OVi:..RFLOW ERROR FRUM bILL.MAC 

The user version of BILL. MAC has been altered so drastically that CAM cannot compare the fi les. 

The user must compare them with COMP10 • 

• R COMP10 
*DSKlblLL.~IF~DTA:BILL.MAC,Dih2:BlLL.Mk~ 

COMP10 types the following message when the comparison is complete. 

COMPAR COMPLETEU ON: BILL. MAC 
I\ND: BILL. {1AC 

The correction file contains a message stating that CAM could not compare the files. The user edits 

the fi Ie to remove the message. 

6. 1.2 Adding Subfiles to the Correction File 

The user wants to add the correction subfi Ie BILL. DIF and insert the file BILL. OPR into the correction 

file. This is accomplished through PIP. The BILL. OPR fi Ie is on a DECtape, and the correction fi Ie 

is placed on the disk area of user number 11, 122. The user should perform the following steps. 

Step Procedure 

1 Mount the DECtape containing BILL. OPR on drive 2. 

2 Call PIP and enter a command string in response to the 
asterisk • 

• R PI? 
~ 05 K: 0 II L • L OR [1 1 , 122 ) ... D S t~: B 1 L L.. C 0 H, D S K ~ B 1 L L. iJ IF, 

I JlCTTY:,uTA2:bILL.OPR 

3 . Add the subfi Ie header from t-he terminal. 

-IBILL.OPR ~ 

When PIP types an asterisk, the user returns control to the monitor. 
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6.1.3 Updating the Files 

The user has the complete correction fi Ie BILL. COR on the disk area of number 11, 122 and the~ base 

files on DECtape drive 1. The updated files are written onto DECtape, the log file is typed at the 

terminal, and the listing file is omitted. The user should perform the following steps. 

1 

2 

Procedure 

Mount an empty DECtape on drive O. 

Call FED and enter the command string in response to the 
asterisk • 

• R FED 
*DTA~: ... OTAI: .DSK: (11 t 1~2] 

As each file is updated, FED types the following messages. 

FED COMPL[TE~ ON FIL~S-lCARD.M~C ... CARD.MAC 
FED COM?LEI[D ON rIL~~·- l~;ORT .M~(;'·SORT .MAC 
FED COMPL~TEU ON FIL£S-IBILL.M~t ... UILL.MAC 
fEG COMPLETED ON FILES-IBILL.OPR'" 

When it has finished processing, FED types the message: 

Fc.~ COMPLETED SUGC£5SFULLY 

The user types CONTROL-C to return control to the monitor. 

6.2 UPDATING SAMPLE FILES 

In the following example the files which are operated on and the files produced by CAM and FED are 

depicted. 
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The user has a copy of the base file called DeCOCT.1 . 

TITLE DEC OC T V.C1 
SUBTTL DEC IMAL TO OCTAL CONVERSION 

F:IJ 
A=l 
N=2 
C=.3 
P=4 

START: CALLI • TTCALL .3,[ASCIZI 
IJ 

SETZM F ;CLR FLAG 
SETZM N ;CLR NUMBR AC 
MOVE P,[POINT 7 ,BUF"R] ;SET BUF"R PTR 

READ: TTCALL ",A ;GET CHAR 
CAIN A ., ., , . ;TERMINATOR? 
JRST CONVRT ;YES 

ZERORT: CAlL A,"~" ;OIGIT? 
CAlLE A,"9" 
JRST ERROR ;NO 
lOPS A,P ;S TORE 
SUBI A,""" ;CONVERT TO B1NARY 
IMULI N,tDII ;PREV. TOTAL * Ie 
ADD N,A ;+ NEW 
SETZM A 
JRST READ 

ERROR: TTCALL 1,["1"] 
JRST START+I ;TRY AGAIN 

CONVRT: TTC ALL o3,[ASCIZI : I] 
MOVSI C, ... tD12 

wR I TE: SETZ A, 
ROTC A,o3 ;HIGH 3 BITS OF N INTO A 
SKIPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED YET? 
JUMPE A, .+4 ;NO, OMIT LEADING ZEROS 
ADDI A,"I" ;BINARY TO ASCII 
TTCALL I,A ;TYPE DIGIT 
AOS F" ;HAVE TYPED A DIGIT 
AOBJN C,WRITE ;LOOP THRU 12 DIGITS 
SKIPN F" ;ANY DIGITS TYPED? 
TTC ALL 1,ZERORT ;NO, TYPE ZERO 
JRST START+1 

9 U F"R I BLOCK 1. 
END START 



He receiv. a cOJTection file from DEC to update the bale file. 

-tDECOCT.2~DECOCT.l 
-1,1 
TITLE DECOCT V.12 
-1.3,14 

SETZa F,N ICLR FLAG & NUMBR AC 
-18 

CAIN A,IS ICR? 
TTCAlL I,A ;GET IF TOO 

-l6,26 
-3',3' 

3,[ASCIZI DECIMAL : I] CONVRT: TTCALl 
-31: MOVSI C, - to 12 
-38,38 

F CHAVE TYPED A 01 GI T AOJ 
-41 

TTCALL 3, [ASCIll OCTAL/] 

The FED program is run to apply the corrections to DECOCT.1 producing the updated file DECOCT.2 • 

• R FED 
*DSKI,DSKlpDSKI,DSKIDECCOR 
FED COMPLETED ON FILES -IDECOCT.2~DECOCT.l 
*** FED COMPLETED SUCCESSFUllY 

* 
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TITLE DECOCT V.12 
SUBTTL DECIMAL to OCTAL CONVERSION 

F=I 
A=l 
N=2 
C=3 
P=4 

START: CALLI I 
TTCALL 3, [ASCIZI 

I] 
SETza F,N ;CLR FLAG & NUMBR AC 
MOVE P,(POINT 7,BUFR];SET BUFR PTR 

READ: TTCALl I,A ;GET CHAR 
CAl N A " " , . ;TERMINATOR? 
JRST CONVRT ;YES 
CAIN A,IS ;CR? 
TTCALL I,A ;GET LF TOO 

ZERORT: CAlL A,"I" ;DIGIT? 
CAllE A,"9" 
JRST ERROR ;NO 
lOPS A,P ;STORE 
SUBI A,"," ;CONVERT TO BINARY 
II"1ULI N,tOI' ;PREV. TOTAL. 11 
ADD N,A ;+ NEW 
JRST READ 

ERRORI TTCALL 1 ["?"] 
JRST START+l ;TRY AGAIN 

CONVRT: TTCALL 3,[ASCIZI DECIMAL = IJ 
MOVSI C,-tD12 

WRI TEl SETZ A, 
ROTC A,3 ;HIGH 3 BITS OF N INTO A 
SKIPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED YET? 
JUMPE A,.+4 ;NO, OMIT LEADING ZEROS 
ADDI A,"I" IS I NARY TO ASCI I 
TTCALL I,A ;TYPE DIGIT 
AOJ F' ;HAVE TYPED A DIGIT 
AOBJN C,WRITE ;LOOP THRU 12 DIGITS 
SKIPN F' ;ANY DIGITS TYPED? 
TTCALL 1,ZERORT ; NO, TYPE ZERO 
TTCALL 3,[ASCIZI OCTAL/] 
JRST START+ 1 

BUFR, BLOCK Ie 
END START 

The listing file produced from the FED run is printed to show where lines were deleted and inserted. 

This file is called DECOCT .2L. 
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1. TITL( Gi:COCT V "2 •• ,.NEW. 
2. SUBTTL. Oi;CIMAL. TO OCTA~ CQNvtRSION 
3. 
4. ,..'" 
" .·1 
6. ~·2 

" C·3 
a • p.4 
9, 

l? STA~TI CA!.L.l " 11. TTCALL. J,CASCI!I 
1i? IJ 
13. S~TiB F,N ,CL.R ~~AG I N~MBR AC •••• N' ... 
14. ~. OVE P,CPOINT 7,BU'R2.SET BurR PTR 
15. ~EAO' TTCALL. 0,A .GET CHAR 
16 • C A. I ,Ij A,"," 'TERMINATOR? 
1:. J~ST CONVRT ,YES 
1 ~3 • CAI~ A,15 .CR? aNiwa 
19. TTCALL. 0,A • GET ~, TOO eN W • 
2~. lE'1c;:(TI CAlL A,"t'I" ,OIGIT? 
21· CAlLE A,"9" 
~2. wi;ST ERROR p .. O 
2'1 .., . IUP8 A,P 'STORE 
24 • SIJ~I A,"0" ,CONVERT TO BINARY 
2'5. I""ULI f.4,·Ol~ ,PREY, TOTAL. e 10 
2~. Au') r..,A ,. NEW 
21. J~ST REAO e·l 
2" ER~c..~: TTCALL. 1,t"1") 
2"; , J~ST START·, ,TRY A'AIN 
3 .• CO~,; v P. T • TTCAL.L. J,CASClil DECIMAL. • IJ e.,e~£we 

jl. ~,iJ v ~ 1 C'·'012 
32, \JjAITEa St.Ti A, 
3~. huTC A,3 .~IGH 3 BITS 0' N I~TO A 
j4. SI(IPN F' ,ANY DIGITS TY~ED 'fET' 
35. "".r"PE A, ,.4 ,NO. O~IT I.EACINe JEROS 
3~. AUUI A,"~" ,BINARY TO A5CII 
.!; 7. T1CAL.L. 1,A ,TYPE IJIGI! 
3 t' • A~J F' '~AvE TyPED A DIGIT a-t.aNtwe 
31,1, A:l8JN C,~RITE JL,.OOP T~AU 12 DlctTS 
4. , S~IPN F' ,ANY DIGITS TYPE07 
41 , TTCAL.L. 1,l[ROR'T J~O, TypE I!E~O 
42, TTCAL.L. 3,CASCrll OCTAL/) -NEW-
4,5 , J~~T START·1 
4 t1 • 

4:- • BUr..;, 8L.lCI( 1 :~ 
41., • t ~) STA~T 

The user has his own version of DECOCT, which he has called DECOCT .1A. 
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TITL.E DECOCT V •• IA 
CONVERSION SU8TT1.. DECIMAL TO OCTAL 

F:' 
A:l 
N:2 
C:3 
P:4 

START: CALLI • TTCALL 3,[ASCIZI 
INPUT: 1 ] 

SETZM F ;CLR FLAG 
SETZM N ;CLR NUMeR AC 
MOVE P,[POINT 7 ,BUFR] ;SET BUFR PTR 

READ: TTCALL .,A ;GET CHAR 
CAIN A " " , . ;TERMINATOR? 
JRST CONVRT ;YES 
CAIN A,15 ;eR? 
JRST CRERR ;YES 

zERORT: CAlL A,"'" ;OIGIT? 
CAlLE A. "9" 
JRST ERROR ;NO 
lOPS A,P ;S TORE 
SUBI A,"I" ;CONVERT TO BINARY 
IMULI N,tDl' ;PREV. TOTAL * 1. 
ADD N,A ;+ NEW 
SETZM A 
JRST READ 

CRERR: TTCALL I,A ;DISCARO LF 
ERROR: TTCALL 1,["?"] 

JRST START+ 1 ;TRY AGAIN 
CONVRT: TTCALL 3,[ASCIZI : I) 

MOVSI C,-tDI2 
WRITE: SETZ A, 

ROTC A,3 ;HIGH 3 BITS OF N INTO A 
SKIPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED YET? 
JUMPE A, .+4 ; NO, OM I T LEA 0 I N G Z ER OS 
ADD! A,"it" ;BINARY TO ASCII 
TTCALL 1 , A ; TYPE 01 GI T 
AOS F ;HAVE TYPED A DIGIT 
AOBJN C, WR I TE ;LOOP THRU 12 DIGITS 
SKIPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED? 
TTCALL 1,ZERORT ;NO, TYPE ZERO 
JRST START+l 

3UFR: BLOCK 18 
END START 
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The user wonts to update DECOCT. 104 with the DEC corrections. The user lint compares OECOCT .104 

to DECOCT. 1, and then merges the correction file with the correction file from DEC • 

• R CAM 
*DSK:USRCO~~DSK:DECOCTel,DSK:DECOCT.lA 
COMPAR: BASE: DECOCT.l USER-NEW: DECOCT.IA 
*DSK:MERCOR~,DSK:USRCOR,DSK:DECCOR 
COMERG: BASE: DECOCT.l USER-NEW = DECOCT.IA MANF-NEW= DECOCT.2 

1. -IDECOCT.IA~DECOCT.I 
2. - 1-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ BEGINNING OF CONFLICT 1 \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 
3. -1,1 
4. TITLE DECOCT V.IIA 
5. -1,1 
6. TITLE OECOCT V.e2 
7. - 1-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-1-1-1 END OF CONFLICT 1 \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 

12. - /-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 BEGINNING OF CONFLICT 2 \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 
13. -18 
14. CAIN A,IS ;CR? 
15. JRST CRERR ;YES 
16. -18 
17. CAIN A,I'S ;CR? 
18. TTCALL I,A ;GET LF TOO 
19. - /-1-1-1-1-1-1-/-1-1-/-1-/ END OF CONFLICT 2 \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 

*** END OF CORRECTION FILE USRCOR. ON DSK 

.CONT 

* *** ENO OF CORRECTION FILE DECCOR. ON DSK 

.CONT 

* COMERG COMPLETED: • ERRORS AND 2 CONFlICT(S) DETECTED 
* 

The log file from the COMERGE operation shows that conflicts have been noted by CAM. The user 

lists the correction file produced by the COMPARE operation, and lists the correction fil. from the 

COMERGE operation. 
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- I DEC OC T • I A .. O EC OC T • 1 
-1,1 
TITLE DECOCT V.llA 
-12,12 
INPUT: /] 
-18 

CAIN A,15 ;CR1 
JRST CRERR ;YES 

-27 
CRERR: TTCALL I,A ;DISCARD 

- I 0 EC OC T • 1 A .. O EC OC T • I 
- /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ BEGINNING OF CONFLICT 
-1 ,1 
TITLE DECOCT V.IIA 
-1 , 1 
TITLE DECOCT V •• 2 
- /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ END OF CONFLICT 
-12,12 
INPUT: /] 
-13,14 

LF 

SETze F,N ;CLR FLAG & NUMBR AC 
- /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ BEGINNING OF CONFLICT 2 \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 
-18 

-18 

CAIN 
JRST 

A,15 
CRERR 

;CR1 
;YES 

CAIN A,15 ;CR1 
TTCALL I,A ;GET LF TOO 

- /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ END OF CONFLICT 2 \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 
-26,26 
-27 
CRERR: TTCALL I,A ;DISCARD LF 
-31,3' 
CONVRTI TTCALL 3,[ASCIZ/ DECIMAL: /] 
-31: MOVSI C,-fDI2 
-38,38 

AOJ F ;HAVE TYPED A DIGIT 
-41 

TTCALL 3,[ASCIZ/ OCTAL/] 

Because there ar«t conflicts between the user changes and the DEC changes, the user gets a line

numbered listing of the old base file to use as a reference. Note that the line numbers in this listing 

are those used in the correction file. 
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1 • IIILE DECOCT V.II 
2. SUBTTL DECIMAL TO OCTAL CONVERSION 
3. 
4. F:' 
5. A:l 
6. N:2 
7. C:3 
8. P:4 
9. 

1'. STARTs CALLI • 1 1 • TTC ALL 3,[ASCIZI 
12. IJ 
13. SETZM F ;CLR FLAG 
14. SETZM N ;CLR NUM8R AC 
1 5. MOVE P,[?OINT 7 ,5UF'R];S ET !UF'R PTR 
16. READ: TTCALL e,A ;GET CHAR 
I 7. CAIN A .. .. ; T ERMI NATOR? , . 
18. JRST CONVRT ;YES 
19. ZERORT: CAlL A ...... ;DIGIT1 
2". CAlLE A."9" 
21 • JRST ERROR ;NO 
22. I DPB A,P ;STORE 
23. SU8I A,·'· ;CONVERT TO BINARY 
24. IMULI N.tDl. ;?REV. TOTAL * 18 
25. ADD N,A ;+ NEW 
26. SETZM A 
21. JRST READ 
28. ERROR: TTCALL 1,["1"] 
29. JRST START+l ;TRY AGAIN 
3 •• CONVRT: TTCALL 3, [ASCIZ I : I) 
31 • MOVSI C.-tDI2 
32. WRITE: SETZ A, 
33. ROTC A,3 ;HIGH 3 BITS OF' N INTO A 
34. SKIPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED YET? 
35. JUMPE A, .+4 ; NO, OM I T LEA DIN G Z ER OS 
3~. ADDI A,"'" ;BINARY TO ASCII 
31. TTCALL I,A ;TYPE DIGIT 
38. A'OS F' ;HAVE TYPED A DIGIT 
39. AOBJN C ,WlR I TE ;LOOP THRU 12 DIGITS 
4". St< IPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED? 
41 • TTCALL 1,ZERORT ;NO, TYPE ZERO 
42. JRST START+l 
43. 
44. SUFR: ELOCt< Ie 
45. END START 

The user decides how he wants to resolve the conflicts, and edits the file MERCOR with rEeO. 
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• TECO MERCOR 

*50 EC OC T • 1 A $- 20 I 2A SIL T S S 
- I 0 EC OC T • 2A .. 0 EC OC T • 1 
*LTSS 
- /-/-/~/-/"/-/-/-I-I BEGINNING OF CONFLICT I \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 
*KSS 
*SV.IIAS-2012AS'LTS$ 
TITLE DECOCT V •• 2A 
*L3TSS 
-1 ,1 
TITLE DECOCT V •• 2 
.. /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ END OF CONFLICT \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 
*3K S$ 
*4LTSS 
- /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ BEGINNING OF CONFLICT 2 \-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 
*4K SS 
*4TSS 
-18 

CAIN A,15 
TTCALL I,A - /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/ 

*3LK SS 
*1..T5S 
-27 
*2K 5S 
*EX$$ 

EXI T 
fC 

;CR? 
;GET I..F TOO 

END OF CONFL.ICT 

Just to make certain that MERCOR (the merged correction file) contains the changes that he wants, 

the user Ii sts it . 

.. ! DEC OC T • 2A ... 0 EC OC r • 1 

.. 1 , 1 
TITLE DECOCT V.1I2A 
-12,12 
INPUT: /J 
-13,14 

SETZS F',N ,Ct.R F"LAG & NUM9R AC 
-Ie 

CAIN A,15 ;CR1 
TTCALL e,A ;GET LF TOO 

-26,26 
-31,311 
CONVRT: TTCALL 3,[ASCIZ/ DECIMAL: /] 
-31 : MOVSI C, "1'012 
-38,38 

AOJ F' ;HAVE TYPED A 01 Gl T 
-41 

TTCAL1.. 3,[ASCIZ/ OC TAL/] 
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The user can run the FED program to update DECOCT .1A with the corrections in MERCOR. He then 

lists the updated file which is called DECOCT .2A . 

• R FED 
*DSK:~DSK:,DSK:MERCOR 
FED COMPLETED ON FILES -IDECOCT.2A~DECOCT.l 
*** FED COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY 
* 

TI TLE DECOCT V.rl2A 
SUBTTL DECIMAL TO OCTAL CONVER"SI or~ 

F:3 
A:l 
N:2 
C:3 
P:4 

START: CALLI 21 
TTCALL 3, [ASCIZI 

INPUT: I] 
SETZS F,N ;CLR FLAG & NUMFR AC 
MOVE P,[POINT 7,BUFR);SET BUFR PTR 

READ: TTCALL II,A ;GET CHAR 
CAIN A " " , . ;TERMI NATOR? 
JRST CONVRT ;YES 
CAIN A,15 ;CR? 
TTCALL e,A ;GET IF TOO 

zERORT: CAll A, "B" ;DIGIT? 
CAllE A,"9" 
JRST ERROR ;NO 
lOPS A,P ;5 TORE 
SUBl A,"I" ;CONVERT TO BINARY 
Ir'1ULI N,tDlii ;PREV. TOTAL * 1. 
ADD N,A ;+ NEW 
JRST READ 

ERROR: TTCAlL 1,["?"] 
JRST START+l ;TRY AGAIN 

CONVRT: TTCALL 3, [ASCIZI DECIMAL : I] 
MOVSI C,-tD12 

WRITE: SETZ A, 
ROTC A,3 ;HIGH 3 BITS OF N INTO A 
SKIPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED YET? 
JUMPE A, .+4 ;NO, OMIT lEADING ZEROS 
ADDI A, ..... ;Bl NARY TO ASCII 
TTCALl I,A ;TYPE DIGIT 
AOJ F ;HAVE TYPED A DIGIT 
AOBJN C,WRITE ;lOOP THRU 12 DIGITS 
SK IPN F ;ANY DIGITS TYPED? 
TTCALL 1,ZERORT ;NO, TYPE ZERO 
TTCALl 3, [ASCIZ I OC TALI] 
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Appendix A 

Summary of Switch Options 

Switches can be included in the command strings of FED and CAM. Single-switch characters are 

wri tten preceded by a slash (e.9., /H) and multiple-switch characters are enclosed in parentheses 

(e . g ., (" DEC" HT)). 

A. 1 CAM SWITCHES 

The switches that can be included in the command strings for CAM are described below. They are: 

/1, /p, /N ;:; n, and ("XXX"), 

A.1.1 /1 Switch 

Normally, the COMERGE portion of CAM increments the extension of a user filename if the last two 

digi ts are numeric (e.g., COl and 200) when it writes the filename into the subfi I e header in the 

correction file. For example, if the base file is named FILEA.BOl and the user file is named FILEA. 

U01, the header in the correction file is written as: 

-! F I LEA .U02 -- F I LEA .R(I\ 1 

This new file name is then copied by FED into the updated user's file as FILEA.U02. The /I switch 

causes CAM to suppress the incrementing of the extension number. Thus, in the preceding example, 

the /1 swi tch causes the fi lename to be wri tten into the header in the correction fil e as: 

-!FILEA.U01--FILEA.B01 

and FED to copy the name FILEA.U01 . 

Examples: 

.R CA~ 
*DTA~:MERCOR-OTA3:,DSK:,PTR: II 

.R CAM 
*OSK:,LPT: -.DTA4·:t1YCOR .. PTR: II 
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A.l.2 /P Switch 

The /p switch causes the command string to be typed at the terminal as CAM is reading it. The /p 

switch is useful when a grovp of command strings have bef!\'n placed into a command file. As each 

command stri ng in the fi lei s read by CAM, it is typed. The I,Jser then CQn observe which CAM oper

ations are being performed at that time. 

Example: 

.R CAr--
OT AS: " • Y ITT Y : - I) T (>. 4 : A • \~ lOT A f. : A • C I ~ 

A. 1.3 /N = n Swi tch 

Ordinarily I the COMPARE portion of CAM searches for three matching lines in the bose and user files 

when a difference in the files occurs. The /N =n switch is used to change the number of lines that 

must match accordi ng to the val ue of n. The val ue of n can be from 1 through 9. 

Examples: 

.R CAr--
*0 T A 3 : C OR R .0 1 , L P T : - D S I< : , D 5 K : 

.R CAr--
DSI<:-DTA4i:,DTA3: IN=6,PTf': 

A. 1.4 Jdentifi er Swi tch ("xxx ") 

The identifier switch causes Qn identifier of up to three characters to be placed on each user correction 

I ine by the COMPARE portion of CAM. The correction line is placed into the correction file and the 

listing of the correction file as illustrated in the following example. 

-521, eF'R 
J THIS LINF IS TO HE INSEj-.:TED 
-593,597 CFP 

CAM automatically adds the comma and tab following the command so that the identifier is set off 

from the command. This swi tch is useful when more than one programmer has a changed version of the 

base file. The changes from each programmer can then be noted in the correction file by means of the 

identifier. The identifier is also olaced in the right margin of the listing of the updated file by FED. 
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Examples: 

.H CAM 
*DSK:,LPT:-DTA3:r:ILEA.S01,DTA4:r:ILEA.C01 (IICrSII) 

.1( CAt": 
DTA0:"LPT:-DSK: C11,U?3J,USK: (IIABC") 

A.2 FED SWITCHES 

The switches that can be placed in the command string for FED are described below. They are: 

IH, ("XXx "), IT, Ip, and /Z . 

A.2.1 IH Switch 

The /H switch causes a heading to be placed at the beginning of the FED listing file and the file to 

be printed on numbered pages, 55 lines to a page. The heading has the form: 

New-file nome PREPARED FROM old-file name AND correction-file name (BY xxx) 

mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss PAGE:n 

The listing file produced is meant to' be written on a line printer. If the terminal is specified as the 

listing device, FED attempts to fit each line on the terminal without folding. The phrase (BY xxx) is 

optional, but when it is desired by tne user, an identifier switch must also be written in the command 

string in the form ("XXX"). The identifier switch is used in FED only with the /H switch. 

Example: 

.R F'ED 
*OSIo<:,LPT:-DTAl :"DSK:LATEST.COR ("DEC" H) 

A.2.2 IT Switch 

The IT switch causes a message to be inserted into tne log file from FED. This message giv. the 

beginning and ending time of the processing of a file by FED. The form of the message is: 

hh:mm:ss hh:mm:ss. FED COMPLETED ON FILES -I file.ext-file.ext 
t t 

START FINISH 
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Example: 

.R F"EO 
*DTA3 :. LPT:- DSt<: [121.122 J. PT)ol: IT 

17:00:00 17:00:06 rEO COMPLETED ON 'ILES -!rILEA.02-FILEA.01 
t t 

START FINISH 

A.2.3 /p Switch 

The /p switch causes the command string to be typed at the terminal as it is read by FED. The /p 

switch is useful when a group of command strings have been placed in a command file. The user can 

then see which files are being processed by FED as each command string is typed. 

Example: 

.R CAM 
*DSt<:.DSt<:-DTA4:"DTA2: IP 

A . 2 .4 /Z. Switch 

The /Z switch causes FED to recognize a eONTROL-Z character as the .,d of a correction file, 

regardless of what follows. This switch is useful when the terminal is used as an input device. It is 

also useful when a correction file is being edited by rEeO. n,e eONTROL-Z character is used as 

the end-of-file rather 1f1an a form-feed because a form-feed could be copied into the source file. 

Example: 

.R rED 

.oSt<:.lPT:-DTA4:.TTY: IZ 
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Appendix B 

SOUP Messages 

Generally, two kinds of messages are printed by the programs in SOUP: informative messages and 

error messages. Informative messages are usually preceded by asterisks or minus signs. Error messages 

begin with question marks. 

B .1 INFORMATIVE MESSAGES 

The informative messages printed at the terminal by the SOUP routines can be of two versions. One 

version notifies the user that an action is taking place or has taken place. The second type informs 

the operator that a condition exists in which he must take action. This action is usually mounting 

additional files for input. Table B-1 contains the informative messages, their meanings, and any 

action that must be taken by the user". 

Message 

***MOUNT NEXT INPUT 
DECTAPE ON UNIT DTAn 

***END OF CORRECTIO N 
file .ext ON dev 

***END OF CORRECTION 
FILE file.ext ON deY 

COMPAR: BASE = file • ext 
USER-NEW = file .ext 

Table 8-1 
Informative Messages 

Meaning 

The end of an input DECtape 
has been reached. 

An input correction file for 
COMERGE has reached end-
of-file. 

The manufacturer's correc-
tion file has reached end-
of-file. 

CAM is about to compare 
the two named files. 
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Ac ti on by User 

A. If more files exist: 
1. Mount next input tape 
2. Type ASSIGN o TAn ~ 
3. Type CONT ~ 

when the program types an 
asterisk, 

4. Type D~or DONEJ 

8. If no more files exist: 
1 . Type CONT J 

wh en th e program types an 
asterisk, 

2. Press CARRIAGE RETURN 

None 



Message 

-. 
***INSUFFICIENT CORE 
FOR COMPARE ON FILES 
-Ibase .ext ~user .ext 

***CAM TERMINATED -
INPUT FILES EXHAUSTED 

***FILE name NOT ON 
USER'S DEVICE dev 

COMERGE: 8ASE= fi Ie. ext 
USER-NEW =fjle.ext 
MANF-NEW =file.ext 

COMPAR COMPLETED ON: 
base.ext AND: new.ext 

CAM: BASE =file.ext 
USER-NEW =file.ext 
MANF-NEW =file.ext 
COMERGE COMPLETED: 
n ERROR(S) AND n 
CONFlICT(S) DETECTED 

***END OF INPUT PAPER 
TAPE ON PTR 

FILE name NOT ON 
BASE DEVICE dev 

FED COMPLETED ON FILES 
-Inew .ext -base .ext 

Table 8-1 (Cont) 
Informative Messages 

Meaning 

The fi les being compared 
are too dissi mil or • 

No more input base fi I es 
exist for CAM. 

CAN\ cannot find a user 
fi I e that match es a base 
file. 

CAM is merging correction 
subfiles 

COMP10 has successfully 
compared the named fj I es • 

CAM has completed pro-
cessing the named files. 

Th e end of the paper tape 
containing the manufactur-
er's correction file has 
been reached. 

CAM cannot find the base 
file named in the manufac-
turer's correc ti on fi Ie. 

FED has completed editing 
of the named file. 
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Ac ti on by User 

Compare the programs using 
COMP10. 

Enter next command or return 
control to the monitor. 

A.lf the file is on another 
device: 

1. Mount the fi I e 
2. Type ASSIGN dev) I 

(directory device) 
, 

3. Type CONT ~ 
, 

when CAM types an asterisk, 
4. Type D) or DONE~ 

8. If the file is to be deleted 
from the base complex: I 

1. Type CONT~ 
! when CAM types an asterisk, , 

2. Press CARRIAGE RETURN i 
None I 

I 

Enter next command or return 
confToI to the monitor. 

Enter next command unless 
conflicts exist in correction i 
file. In that case, edi t 
correc ti on fi Ie. 

A. If there is more input: I 1. Place the next tape in 
the reader I 

2. Type D) or DONE~ 

B. If there is no more input: 
Press CARRIAGE RETURN 

None , 
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ASCII, SIXBIT, and EBCDIC Collating Sequences and Conversions 

Table B-2 shows the conversion of ASCII code to SIXBIT code. The table does not show ASCII codes 000 through 
037 because they all convert to SIXBIT 74 (\), except 11 (TAB) which converts to SIXBIT 00 (space). 

Table B-2 
ASCII to SIXBIT Conversion 

ASCII ASCII 
Character 7-bit SIX BIT Character 7-bit SIXBIT 

Space 040 00 (ii' 100 40 
! 041 01 A 101 41 
" 042 02 B 102 42 
# 043 03 C 103 43 
$ 044 04 0 104 44 
% 045 05 E 105 45 
& 046 06 F 106 46 
, 047 07 G 107 47 

( 050 10 H 110 50 
) 051 II I III 51 
* 052 12 1 112 S2 
+ 053 13 K 113 53 
, 054 14 L 114 S4 
- 055 15 M 115 S5 

056 16 N 116 S6 
I 057 17 0 117 57 

0 060 20 P 120 60 
1 061 21 Q 121 61 
2 062 22 R 122 62 
3 063 23 S 123 63 
4 064 24 T 124 64 
5 065 25 U 125 65 
6 066 26 V 126 66 
7 067 27 W 127 67 

8 070 30 X 130 70 
9 071 31 Y 131 71 

072 32 Z 132 72 
, 073 33 [ 133 73 
< 074 34 \ 134 74 
= 075 35 ] 135 75 
> 076 36 t 136 76 
? 077 37 ~ 137 77 
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ASCII 
code 

140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 

150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 

160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 

170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
l7b 
177 

ASCII, SIXBIT, and EBCDIC Co/lating Sequences and Conversions 

ASCII 

Table B·2 (Cont.) 
ASCII to SIXBIT Convenion 

SIXBIT 
character code 

74 
a 41 
b 42 
c 43 
d 44 
e 45 
f 46 
g 47 

h 50 
i 51 
J 52 
k 53 
I 54 
m 55 
n 56 
0 57 

P 60 
q 61 
r 62 
s 63 
t 64 
u 65 
v 66 
w 67 

x 70 
}- 71 
z 72 
{ 73 
I 74 

l 75 
-- 74 

delete 74 

84 

SIXBIT 
character 

\ 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 

P 
Q 

R 
S 

.. T 
U 
V 
W 

X 
Y 
Z 
[ 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 



Message 

. 
?lST TAPE TOO FULL 

?MRG TAPE TOO FULL 

Table 8-2 (Cont) 
Error Messages 

Meaning 

The output tape for the 
listing or merged file has 
less than 20 free blocks. 
Th e run is aborted • 
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Action by User 

Mount a new tape and rerun 
the program. 



B 

Base complex, 1-2 

Base file, 1-2 

C 

CAM program, 1-3, 4-1, 4-11 

CO MERGE opti on I 1-3, 4-8 

Command files, 1-4, A-2, A-4 

Command lines, 3-1 

Command strings, 1-4 
CAM,4-11 
COMERGE, 4-8 
CO MPARE, 4-3 
COMP10, 4-7 
FE D, 2-1, 5-2 

Comments 
in command stri ngs, 1-4 
in correction files, 3-4 

COMPARE option, 1-3, 4-3 

COMP10 program, 1-3, 4-7 

Conflicts, 3-4, 4-2 

Correcti on fi Ie, 3-1 

D 

DECCOR, 2-1, 4-9, 4-12, 5-2 

DEC correction file, 1-2 

Default assumptions 
CAM,4-11 
COMERGE,4-9 
COMPARE,4-14 
FED, 2-1, 5-2 

Deletion/insertion command, 3-3 

E 

Edi ti ng commands, 3-3 

Errors, 4-2 

F 

FED program, 1-3, 2-1, 5-1 

Fi Ie correcti on header, 3-2 

INDEX 

File deletion header, 3-2, 4-6, 4-14 

File insertion header, 3-2 

Identifier, A-2, A-3 

Inserti on command, 3-3 

Insertion lines, 3-1 

l 

Line numbers, 1-1, 3-6 

M 

Manufacturer's correcti on file, 1-2 

MERCOR, 4-4, 4-9, 4-11 

Message lines, 3-2 

Messages, B-1 
CAM, 4-13 
COMERGE, 4-10 
COMPARE, 4-5 
COMP10, 4-8 
FED, 2-3, 5-3 

N 

*NEW*, 2-2, 5-3 

S 

Source file, 1-1 

Subfi I e header line, 3-1 

Switches, 1-4, A-1 

SYNC lines, 3-4 

System source fi les, 2-1 

u 

User complex, 1-2 

User correction file, 1-2 

User file, 1-2 

User-new fi Ie, 1-2 
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